
Hobbit Highrise 

 
Basic Principles: 
 
1) Concentrate vital infrastructure to maximize future options. 
This includes concentrating the structural elements to encourage flexibility 
and to design the HVAC, sewage, plumbing, AC, info cables, etc.  …  
to be accessible for changes and upgrade over time. 
Ideally there should be a lot of space that can be altered at will: 
certainly internal (non-load bearing) walls and possibly certain ceiling heights. 
 
2) Encourage tenants to transform and personalize their spaces  
particularly with organic materials like straw bale, adobe, wood,cob, etc. … 
within the code-approved framework and the aforementioned fixed elements.  
Make it easy for tenants to do a lot of the original raw improvements on move-in 
to save building costs and to give a sense of ownership and home pride. 
City-assisted: classes, and access to tools, and city-vetted contractors 
plus help with the planning / approval process could help with this. 
 
3) Maximize not only the greening of the building materials and construction process, 
(and the long-term energy and water efficiency that the structure facilitates  
including a full gray-water (multi-pipe?) sewage system for building complexes and  
various passive and active solar, wind and other systems integrated 
 {it is also inherently less wasteful to extend useful life and minimize full tear-downs and 
rebuilds} 
but also the amount of green growing plants on all possible surfaces including 
vertical ones.  
Include an integrated watering system with gray water and some sustainable process to 
guarantee gardening. 
Every square yard covered with green-growing plants is sucking up Carbon and 
generating Oxygen. 
On the side of buildings, apart from windows and balconies and garden boxes/plots,  
hundred of square feet of ivy could be grown; in some case a water trickle and moss 
would be nice. 
With proper mesh built-in to give support to roots, and a well-designed outside layer, 
the building could take the side-effects of the plants growth quite effectively. 
Besides the practical benefits, the aesthetics of all these plants would be a wonderful 
bonus. 
In addition a roof-top garden, intermixed with the roof-top solar panels, would be lovely 
mini-park 
safe for home owners and their children and possibly with a dog-friendly zone. 


